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Clue 4

We will be doing some template work today!! I have included the template in the files for 
you to use for this clue. We will also be using the “Recs” part of the tri-recs tool, but I have 
also included that in the template. They are called “house” and “roof”. Can’t wait to see 
your units.

To cut the “house” template, I first cut 4-1/2” x 6-1/2” rectangles, this will take off the top 
peak of the house, but that’s totally fine, and probably easier to work with once we cut the 
“roof” and put the roof on the house.

Let’s cut those rectangles and houses first.

**FOR THE LAP AND TWIN - - fold the DARK strip in half WST (wrong sides together) and 
cut SETS. For the Queen/King - - lay these strips WRT before cutting. We need these to 
be mirror image of each other and cutting them this way is an easy way to accomplish 
this!! If you are using the templates provided for these DARK units, you need to cut both 
templates from the right side of the fabric. 

We will be putting the roof on our houses for this clue.The left pic is your deconstructed 
block:

When you lay the first side on the angle, your point will “hang” over the top of the “house”. 
The second “roof side will match up to that point that is now showing. (see middle pic 
above). Your unit today should measure 4-1/2” x 6-1/2” today and be pressed AWAY from 
the house. (see far right pic above). DONE!!

Lap Twin Queen/King

Light 6-1/2” strip 2 3 3

-cut to 4-1/2” x 6-1/2” units 4 8 24

-use these to cut “house” 4 8 24

DARK 4-1/2” strips 1 1 4

-cut to “roof” units from these 
strips 4 SETS (8) 8 SETS (16) 24 SETS (48)
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